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Vitacare Medical Products
Each Star Mattress Insert consists of 10 x 18 (19” x 34”) or 10 x 16 (19” x 30”) adjustable interconnected 4” (10cm) high pliable neoprene air
cells (latex free), The non powered Star Mattress Inserts can be combined (snapped together) with additional Star Mattress Inserts or leveling
pads to make an overlay or inserted into the versatile Vitacare V4 or V4 RE-ACT Mattress Systems. Each Insert can be adjusted to the individual’s body shape and anatomy. The soft flexible air cells move independent of each other, and are connected allowing dynamic air flow to minimize the deformation of soft tissue.
The fluidity of the air cells allows the surface to react to the slightest movement of the individual allowing the individual to immerse and move
within the Star Mattress Insert. Even pressures are returned due to the ease of the immersion effectively stimulating blood circulation improving
the flow of oxygen and nutrition to the tissues. The dynamic movement of the cells reduce the stresses of force, shear and friction on both the
skin and the deep tissues.
Many configurations of the Star Mattress Inserts can be used for the prevention and treatment of all types of pressure ulcers and pain relief.

V4 RE-ACT — System 1 (Page 3)

V4 - VC 3040NU — System 1 (Page 2)
Covered Foam Section

Star Mattress Insert 19” x 30” x 4”

Star Mattress Insert 19” x 34” x 4”

*

The Star Mattress Inserts come standard in a 4” Cell
height. This allows added immersion, for increased pressure redistribution and enhanced skin protection. The Star
cushions offer cell heights up to 5”.

Platinum MRSA Cover

*Infection control has become one of the top priorities at most Hospitals, LTC
Full Length Transfer Edge

Facilities and Nursing Homes. Vitacare can offer our upgraded MRSA resistant
Platinum Cover at no extra charge.

The introduction of unique models and improvements to product quality allow Star to offer Canadians a reliable, proven, multi cell air mattress and cushion alternative for addressing customer’s surface and
seating needs.

CUSHIONS
Exclusive Canadian Distributor of Star Products
Standard Air Low Profile 2”

Star Lock 4”

Star Lock 5”

Star Galaxy

Using proven air cell technology Star offers seating products for clients with low to high risk of skin breakdown, those needing added stability and clients needing positioning accommodation and modification. The uniquely elevated 5” cell contour enables more effective adjustment across the seating surface for individuals with a larger skeletal structure or bony prominence. We are confident you will find a Star model to fit your needs and a 3 year warranty by Vitacare indicates our confidence in the Star products.
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